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Genesis 2,4
Restudying a locus classicus

By Terje Stordaien

(Rodtvetveien 16, N-09.i.5 Oslo 9)

I

A:  The opinion that Genesis 2,4 should be div ided in two hal f
verses assigned to two different sources is truly a classic in modern
Biblical scholarship:

Init ially the division between Genesis chapters 1 and 2 was drawn
between 2,3 and2,4.Bernhard S7itter (1711), Jean Astruc (L753), Johann
Gottfried Eichhorn (1779/80) and Johann David Michaelis, (1787) - all
observing the divine name in 2,4b - claimed that not only a new story,
but even a new source occurs in verse 2r4 (a).

In 1,780 Johann Wilhelm Friedrich Hezel took the view that the
first part of 2,4 is not the beginning of a new source, but rather the
closing of the preceding story. He based his view on the terminological
l inks between 2,4a and t,I- 2,3. This view was supported by influential
scholars in the subsequent decades. Karl David Ilgen (1779) and Heinrich
Georg August Ewald (1823) - holding different source theories - both
assumed that the first story ends rn 2,4a and the second starts in 2,4b1.
By the time \Tellhausen wrote his Composition des Hexateuchs (first
published 1..876/77, manuscripts closed 1,872/73), the issue of Gen 2,4
was already settled; he simply stated that the story sf "Q,. ends in 2,4a
with the "Jehovist( story starting in 2,4b2.

This opinion has been left practically unchallenged. Based primarily
on the verb N'tf, and the phrase F-rN;'tl E"tltDil in 2,4a (both paralleling
Gen L) and the divine name in2,4b (resembling Gen 2-3), most scholars
never doubted that the first shift between two source documents of the
Pentateuch occur in Genesis 2,4. Being also conveniently clothed in

I For all this see Martin Metzger: Die Paradieserzdhlung. Die Geschichte ihrer Auslegung

von J. Clericus bis I7. M. L. de S7ette, 1.959, 12-23.
2 J. Wellhausen: Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen Biicher des Alten

Testaments, 7953,2-3. (Cfr. Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels, (3. Auflage) 1886,

p. 315.) \?ellhausen was among the first not to comment upon the division in Gen 2,4;

cfr. Schrader: Studien zur Kritik und Erklirung der biblischen Urgeschichte, 1853,

27 -40.
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easily readable Hebrew, this verse became a classic example of the
Documentary hypothesis, indeed the first example most students of the
Old Testament would meet. Not many commentators on Genesis 2 - 3
after \0flellhausen spent time or space on the question of sources in Gen
2,43. Those who did, do not seem to have made lasting impression on
their colleagues:

There has been a number of scholars arguing for the opinion that 2,4a introduce

ths "J, ,  story 2,4b --3,24: Apart  f ronr Skinner (1910/1930),  considered below, we

note H. L.  Strack:  Die Bt icher Cenesis,  L.xodus, Levi t icus und Numeri ,  8th edi t ion

1894. Eduard Ktinig: Die Genesis, eingeleitet, i ibersetzt und erkldrt, Giitersloh 1919,

wrote "... dieser Satz 2.4a von einem Sammler der ihm vorliegenden Darstellungen

eingefrigt worden ist, indem er die bei P in 5.1; 6.9 usw. auftretende Formel

nachgeahmt hat" (p 190). Alfons Schulz: ,Qy1).,{,,, BN 1932, 339-47 argued that

none of the traditional arguments for dividing the verse were convincing. Johannes
Brinktrine argued that Gen 2,4a originally was a ,P" heading, but in the final text

had become a heading to Gen 2-3; "Gen 2.4a, Uberschrift oder Unterschriff i",BZ

NF 9 (1965),277. More recently Brevard S. Childs explicitly followed Skinner in

his Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, Philadelphia 7979, p145, cfr

1,45-49. Similar view is found in F.M. Cross: Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic,

Philadelphia 7973, p 303 and R. Rendtorff: Das Alte Testament. Eine Einfiihrung,

Neukirchen (3. Aufl.) 1988, p 747, cfr. p 158. None of these doubted that the "J"
story starts in 2,4b.

A different approach occurs in B. Jacob: Das erste Buch der Tora, Genesis

iibersetzt und erklirt, Berlin 1934, pp77-79 who contested the traditional view of

the sources of the Pentateuch. His main argument for reading 2,4a as integral part

of Gen 2-3, was that "creation" in Hebrew thought has indeed several affinities

to birth, thus Adam as toledotb of heaven and earth (2,4a) is quite explicable. Even

U. Cassuto gave a characteristic interpretation: A Commentary on the Book of

Genesis. I: From Adam to Noah, Genesis I - VI,8, Jerusalem 1951 (transl. of. 1944

Hebrew ed.). Like Jacob he took the entire verse to be consistent part of the

3 After Karl Budde's Biblische Urgeschichte (Giessen 1885), nearly all source discussion

to Gen 2 - 3 focused upon sources within that narrative, not its demarcation over-

against Gen 1. Counting only the more significant scholars, we note that the partit ion

of Gen 2,4 was practically uncommented by: Dillmann: Genesis, t892; Holzinger:

Genesis, 1898; Gunkel: Genesis, 1907/1911; Driver: Genesis, (2nd ed.) 1904; Procksch:

Genesis, 1913; Heinisch: Buch Genesis, 1930; Budde: Die biblische Paradiesesgeschichte,

BZAUI 60, 1932; Begrich: "Die Paradieserzihlung. Eine literargeschichtliche Studien,

ZAW 50 (1932),93-176; Humbert: Etudes sur le r6cit du Paradis et de la chute dans

la Gendse, 1940; Coppens: La Connaissance du Bien et du mal et le P6ch6 du Paradis,

1948; von Rad: Das Erste Buch Mose, Genesis, 1949/7972; McKenzie: "The Literary

Characteristics of Genesis 2-3,,, TS 15 (1954); Speiser: Genesis, 1952; Fu{3: Die

sogenannte Paradieserzihlung, 1958; Steck: Die Paradieserzahlung, Biblische Studien

60,1970; Nielsen: "Creation and the Fall of Man. A Cross-Disciplinary Investigation",

HUCA 43 (1972),1- 11; Coats: Genesis; with and Introduction to Narrative Literature
(FOTL 1),  1983. 
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following story. However, he did at the same time read Gen 1 as the toledoth in

quesrion, thus intermediating with the traditional source theories; 96-700. For the

opinion that Gen 2,4 (a + b) is redactional heading to Gen 2-3, see below.

B: Close reading of modern exegetical literature does however
betray that there is less consistency in the interpretation of Gen 2,4 than
the broad scholarly unanimity would suggest. In fact recent exegesis has
shown crit ical problems in both half verses, leading influential scholars
very near to a denial that any of them are really part of their respective
>)SOufces(<.

A distinguished interpreter of the verse in question is 'Werner H.
Schmidt. In the first edition of his book he found that 2,4a was no
integral part of the sourcs,,p,,, but rather an editorial note closing I,L-
2,3a. In the second edition of his book he added a chapter on the
Yahwistic creation story, thus approaching the final half of the same
verse. Once again he found that the item was not part of the original
source document, but rather a redactional note leading from Gen L to
Gen 2 - 3s. Thus the second note (2,4b) links to the story summarized
in the first (2,4a). And yet the two notes are ascribed to different editors;
the first to the final editor of the "P" document, the second to the
editor of the Pentateuch. \fhile admiring the scientific confidence in this
detailed analysis, one cannot but ask whether perhaps it is more reasona-
ble to read two neighbouring and related editorial notes as the work of
one hand.

The monumental commentary of Claus 'Westermann will remain
standard reference to Genesis for decades. As for 2,4b, however, 

'Wester-

mann's interpretation is even more astounding than that of Schmidt.
Following Schmidt, 

'Westermann 
wrote that "Die seltene Reihenfolge

"Erde und Himmel< ... ist ebenfalls eine ad hoc-Bildung zum Unterschied
von 1,L, um die Andersartigkeit des Folgenden anzudeuten,.5. At the same
time he consistently ascribed 2,4b to ,,J..7, even explicitly arguing that it
is the head of the ,Jo story, paralleling the beginning of Enuma elish (see

below). Given this position, it would seem like nonsense for'Westermann
to subscribe to Schmidt's interpretation: Any "J" in the traditional sense
could not have )reversed" the "heaven-and-earth" formula of I,1, (or 2,4a)

a Werner H. Schmidt: Die Schopfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift, \0TMANT 17,7964/

1967,91-93. See 9l ,,... keine urspriingliche Uber- oder Unterschrift zu Gen 1 ...

Schlu8satz, unter Anlehnung an das Formelgut der Toledot-Uberschriften gestaltet

worden ... kann deshalb nur dem letzten Stadium der Uberarbeitung der Sch<ipfungsge-

schichte angehiiren".
s lb id,796, n.  L
6 Claus 'Westermann: Genesis, BKAT l/7, 1974,271, cfr. 269.
7 lbid 270. For source criticism cfr. 24 -26.
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in order to distinct his story from the p-account. According to the
Documentary hypothesis ,,P., was not yet to be written in some 400 years
by the time ,,J., made his remarks. on th. o1h.. hand GJn-2,4a never
received separate exegesis in'Westermann's book8. Thus in this in pr.rsing
commenrary the picture of Gen 2,4 is anything but clear.

Given this inconsisrency, one mighi n.u! thought that sven Teng_
strcim was bound to receive attention and affirmation when in 19g2 hepromoted the view that Gen 2,4 is _a complete, literary ;i; ;;;hored by
a redactor as heading for Gen 2 - 3e. s.r.h g.n.r"l affirmation has
however failed, R.erhapg because the thesis raisei i" T.r;;;;;; book10
did not convince his colleagues. (Tengstrcim's argum.rr,rlo, his interpre-
tation of Gen 2,4/Num 3,1 did rol pr.ruppol. this thesirl. errotl,.,
reason p.erhap9, was that given his scope 

".rd 
Lrk, even r."grir.;m made

a rather brief discussiott oF G.tt 2,4, nit reviewing all e*egeril"fq".rtions
nor the history of interpretarion.

In most recent scholarship there are indications that the classic (
interpretation of Genesis 2,4 i; no longer self evident. rL"*"al; 

\

Quinn (1985) stated a view simila-o 
"T.ngrtriim's 

with a very short
discussion. Gord-on J. wenham (19g7) expliZitiy referred to Tengstrcim
and also gave a short discussion of his o*.tt. Howard N. \Tallace (19g5)
offered two notes d-ealing with possible objections to the traditional
partitionitgt', and Ellen van Wold e (1989) lifted the discussion into her
main textl3. Both Wallace and van Wolde reached the traditional posi-
tion, thus confil-irg the general picture that the .I"rri...";t;; of Gen
2,4 still stands firm.

II

. Reading the Hebrew text in Gen 2,4,it is evident that the traditional
interpretation is loaded with problems more severe than those of scho-
larly consistency:

8 lbid pp. 11, 78f.;3G;43,118, 'Wesrermann ascribes 2,4a to,po. Cfr. his acceptance of
'rTellhausen'so results in: Genesis 1- 1r, Ertrige der Forschu ng 7, 1972, 27.e sven Tengstrcim: Die Toledotformel und die literarische struktur der priesterlichen
Erweiterungsschicht im pentateuch, GBOT s 17, 19g2, 54 _59 (on Genesis 2,4 and
Numeri  3,1).

10 oP' is neither a separate source, nor last redaction of the pentateuch, but an ,Erweite-
rungsschicht<; an extension of another pre existing literary entity: 59.11 Genesis 1- 15, 'word Bibl ical  commenra ry 1,79g7,49 andsts -5d. Isaac M. Kikawada
and Arthur Quinn: Before Abraham 'rvas. 

The unity of Genesis 1-11, 19gs,
60.

12 Howard N' 'syallace: 
The Eden Narrative, Harvard Semitic Monographs 32, 19g5; n. 1

(23), n. 39 (s9).
13 Ellen J' van Wolde: A Semiotic Analysis of Genesis 2 - 3, Studia Semitica Neerlandica

N, 1ggg,72-73.
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The Documentary hypothesis itself is severely disturbed by the wordntlhn in Gen 2,4a. It would seem, namely, that this ."p*irirn doesrequire some following srory, but this may hardly be 
""y 

oi ih. ,,rrrorrrr_

!l19-''^} 
texts14. An accur"i. pr.r.ntation of the probr.m *", giu.n by

)Klnner:

The formula (and indeed the whole phraseology) is characteristic of p; and in rhat
document it invariably stands as introducrion to rhe section following. But in rhis
case rhe nexr section (2.4b- 3.24) belongs to J; and if we pass ou., ,i l. J passages
to the next portion of P (ch.5), the formula would coll ide with 5.1, which is
evidently the proper heading to what follows. unless, rherefore, we adopt the
improbable hypothesis of Strack, that a paru of P's narrative has been dropped, the
attempt to treat 2'4a rn its present position as a superscription must be abandoned.
On this ground most crit ics have embraced a view propounded by llgen, that the
clause stood originally before 1.1 as the heading of p's accounr of rhe crearion. Bur
this theory also is open to serious obiection. It lnvolves a meaning of ntrhn which
is contrary both to its etymology and the usage of p. \fharever laiitude of meaning
be assigned to the word, it is the fact that in this formula it is always followed by
gen- of the progenitor, never of the progeny: hence by analogy the ph."r. murt
describe that which is generated by the h."u.n. and the earrh, not the process by
which they themselves are generated ..., neirher as superscription nor as subscription
can the sentence be accounted for as an integral part of the priestly Code ...1s

skinner's observation on the etymorogy of the term nrlbrn wil befurther discussed below. Here we conside. Irrty rt. ,.a..riorr"i f.r.rrior.After the second war most interpreters have seen in Gen 2,4 an original
"P" text correctly located as a zubscript to Gen r,r -2,3. The scholarsarguing for this view did not feel too u.,.omfortable letting i,+^ b, th.-only incident in the Hebrew Bible where thi, for-ul^ is used as asubs_cript and not a heading. And they seem 

""r 
,o have been botheredby the collision between Z,4a and 5,1 in ,fr. "p" document. A modifiedsolution to this problem is that 2,4a is due to a very rude opo editor (asin r7. H. schmidt above). Reviewing the arguments for thi, poriiion onerealizes that they were often .*cruiiu.ry rJJ".aonal, takini ih. ,our..hypothesis for a fact, allowing the assum.J iua. ,.a".ro? ,r.gtig..,..

of any semantic or syntactical convention elsewhere observed in thisformula15' Today this kind of argumentation does seem defective and

ra opposite view in Peter veimar: ostrukrur und Komposition der priesterschrift l ichen
Geschichrsdarsrellung-, BN 23 (19g4), g1- r34, 93 n.47 (cfr. BN 24 (r9g4), r3g-62).15 skinner: Genesis, ICC, 1910, here cited afrer second edition, 1930,40-.41.16 von Rad held that the osubscript. had been very unrypically interpolared; Genesis(1972), 42' Jirgen Kegler: Politisches Geschehen urrd th.ologisches Versrehen. Zum
Geschichrsverstindnis in der frtihen Kcinigszeit, crhM Ag,1977,24_zs,said thar 1)
a narrarive of a "ggginning. v76uld not allow any such headi nE, 2) the story had
nevertheless to be isolated from the following, rhus requiring a closing formula, 3) p
issued the formula to indicate awareness and critiqu. of ,h. myrh of i-h. birth of the
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very hypothct ic:r l .  Skinncr hinrsel f  argued that 2,4 was no parr  of  >P<
(sourcc t tor  rcdrtct ion),  but  wrrs i r r tcrpolated by the f inal  redactor of  the
l)entateuclr ,  wl to appl iccl  th is formula in accordance with the other
(most ly "P.)  forrnulrrc as a hc:rc l ing to the fo l lowing "Jn story.  Skinner
nevertheless intcrprctcd 2,4rr  undcr thc heading I .1-11.3,  and ent i t led
the subsequenr chapter " l l .4b --111.24".

There are exegetical problems for the standard interpretation even
in the second half of the verse, but let us first consider one presumably
strong argument for the opinion that a new story begins in 2,4b:
According to Westermann Gen 2,4b is a Hebrew variant of a standard
ancient Near Eastern introduction to >creation stories.,, l ike "The Baby-
lonian Creation Epic", Enuma elishrT. This argument is however not as
straight as Westermann implies. Herrmann Gunkel - the first to issue
the argument did not apply it to 2,4b, but to 2,5, focusing on the
negative description of "before creation( there given18. In von Rad's
commentary the same argument was applied to the whole sentence
(in his view) 2,4b-7te. rn 

'westermann's 
interpretation the Babylonian

parallel is applied explicit ly to 2,4b; the temporal clause parallels it with
Enuma Elisb's "Als droben ...". lTithout engaging in detailed exegesis,
we may note that possible parallel Sumerian or Akkadian texts unques-
tionably give an init ially negatiue picture of the ,world,, before it was
,created". Gen 2,4b, however, does seem to give a positiue account of
the "world" prior to >creation of man(<. This was exactly why Gunkel
applied the parallel to 2,5. Once identif ied, it is evident that this tension
is present also in'Westermann's text, betraying that even he emphasized
the negative description in 2,,520. The case could deserve further com-
ment. \7hat is said here, however, is sufficient to reject the assumed

"paralleln of Gen 2,4b and Enuma elish. There is no external evidence
indicating that 2,4b is the start of a new story. If there is such evidence,
it does indeed indicate that this start takes place in 2,5 (;t ' ;1' D)u being
the temporal clause 'Westermann found in 2,4b).

The only wxy, then, to read Gen2,4b as original part of Gen 2_ 3
is to take it as a dependent sentence. Such a sentence would according

gods, 4) P rold the story of elohim's creation of heaven and earth first in order to
issue effective critique of the pag^n theogonies using the formula as a subscript, and
5) the formula of 2,4 is P's device for signalling the continuity between creation and
history. All very speculative.

\Testermann: Genesis (1974), 269, 270.

Gunkel :  Genesis (1910),  5.

G. von Rad: Genesis ('1.972), 52.
'Westermann: 

Genesis (1974), 269 dismisses the two positive clauses 2.4b and 6, as
osecondary". On the very next page he explicitly takes the temporal clause of.2,4b to
be parallel to Enuma elish, again demonstrating his ambivalence as regards 2,4b.

( r  ,

77

18

79
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t() c()mmon opinion pre-announce what is going to take place in the
f<r l lowing story ( l ike Gen I , t )zt . In that  case one must accept the wel l
known syntactical peculiarit ies in2,4b-722. This wil l give a translation
like RSVi "ln the day that the Lord God made the earth and the
heavens . . ., (7) then the Lord God formed man of dust from the ground. "
This demonstrates how il l  conducted heading 2,4b would make to the
following. Gen 2-3 simply does not give any account of the creation
of heaven, nor earth. lf. a narrator really wished to record the creation
of those two, he would hardly do it exclusively in a (peculiar) dependant
sentence. On the contrary Gen 2,4b does indicate that the reader is
aware of some other story giving the account of the creation of earth
and heavens. This story must have been very similar - one might infer
identical - with the one now given in Genesis L.

I I I

It does appear therefore that f ixed "results" of source research in
Gen 2,4 have prevented excellent interpreters from appreciating obvious
cross-links between Gen2,4a and Gen 2,5ff. and between2,4b and Gen
1.,L ff . Those who saw this cross l inking, were forced to account for it
in a way incompatible both with the text and with the Documentary
hypothesis itself. Trying now to reread thrs locus classicus we should
avoid all unnecessary assumptions of redactions and sources. The only
obvious state of affairs in Gen 1 - 3 is that we have here two rather
different stories following each other successively. This alone wil l be the
basis for my investigation.

A key point in the understanding of Genesis 2,4 must be the term
n]'Tb]n, simply because it is part of a formula. I7ith 38 occurrences in
the Hebrew Bible out of which thirteen are parallel to the formulaic use
in Gen 2,423, we are in an unusually h"ppy situation interpreting this
verse.

21 Cfr. O. Loretz: Sch<ipfung und Mythos. Mensch und Welt nach den Anfangskapiteln

der Genesis,  SBS 32, 1958,276-83.
22 Read Z,4b as dependent clause to 7, with two complete verbal sentences in between

(vv.5 and 5),  see discussion by Skinner:  Genesis (1930) 5;  Gunkel :  Genesis (1910)

4.
x Paral le l  to 2,4;  Gen 5,1;  6,9;1.0,7;71,10.27;25,1.2. \9;36,1.9;37,2;  Num 3,1;  Ruth 4,18;

lChr 1,29. (Other use in Gen 10,32; 25,13;Ex 6,16.19;28,10; Num 1,20-42; lChr

5,7;  7,2.4.9;  8,28; 9,9.34; 26,31.)

Recent l iterature: Josef Scharbert: "Der Sinn der Toledot-Formel in der Priesterschrift",

Wort-Gebot-Glaube [Festschrift f i ir 'S7. Eichrodt], AThANT 59, 1970, 45-56;

!flestermann: Genesis (1974),17 -24; Peter Weimar: "Die Toledot-Formel in der prie-

sterschrift l ichen Geschichtsdarstellung", BZ NF 1,8 (1974), 65 -93; Jiirgen Kegler:

Polit isches Geschehen (1977),19 -25; Tengstriim: Toledotformel (1981); Weimar: Struk-
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Marry scl to lars takc the tcrm nl lb ' ln to mean simply "history" or

"histgry 6f  gr ig i r r . .  ( " l t . r r tstef tu lgsgeschichte") .  I f ,  however,  we count out
( icn 2,4,  t l rc f i rsr  of  thcsc rrunslat i< lns is dubious, the second impossible2a:
nl l ) ]n is t rscr l  in two frrnct ions,  introclucing ei ther genealogical  l is ts or
nlrrrrr t ivc scct i ( )ns.  l t  e lwrrys str l r ts l r t  t l tc  r<lot  of  the fami ly,  never loosing
the procre:r t ivc,  t lcsccnding ch:rractcr  of  thc r<l<l t  lbt  -  a verb also of ten
occurr ing in the c()ntcxt  whcn thc for t t r t r l r r  is  at tached to genealogical
l is ts.  So "( icncal<lgy" in thc scnsc "dcscct td ing fami ly record, .  is  a proper
translat ion in many instanccs. The meatr ing t l f  the word may however
be broader, including a sence of "history(, as appears in its use in the
narrative material: In Gen 1.1.,27 nl'Tbln Terah seem to have a double
function, signalling both the genealogy and the narrative. First we learn
about Terah's sons (vv.28-30), as in standard genealogical l ists, before
a short recurrence to Terah himself (31 -32). Reading this paragraph
isolated, verses 27 - 30 must be the nl'Tbln in question, indeed very short
for a n]-Tbln in narrative context. Secondly, however, the vv.27-32
single out to us to the main actors in' l.Z,Lff.; Abram (Sarai) and Lot.
These are indeed nllhn Terah. So t1,27-32 may well be read as
introduction to the entire cycle of stories about Abram, Sarai and Lot,
tz,l - 25,19.

At the end of this cycle appears Isaac (Gen 21-25 passim). Even
he is regarded as nttbtn Terah (structurally parallel to Lot), because the
next main part is introduced as n'l'Tbln Isaac (that is Joseph), 25,I92s,
only some verses after Abraham is dead, 25,1,L. The lack of a presentation
of Isaac as ntlbln Abraham reflects the lack of emphasis on Isaac in the
narratives of Genesis. He serves either as a Son of his father (Gen 2L,
22, 26) or as a device for the intrigue between Esau and Jacob (Gen
27 -28).

n'l-Tbln Isaac is the story of his sons Esau and Jacob. The focal
points of this story are announced at the outset (25,t9-26); the tension
around the mother and the rivalry between the two brothers. This cycle
carries on (with two further parentheses; Gen 35,1.9) unti l the cycle of

Joseph, introduced as nll))n Jacob in Gen 37,2.
In the entire Bible there is one single example that breaks the pattern

of descending family story: In Gen 5,9 ntrbtn Noah seem to introduce
the story of Noah himself, more than of his sons (who nevertheless are

tur (1984); brief discussion in Klaus Koch: "P - kein Redaktor! Erinnerung an zwei

Eckdaten der Quellenscheidung", VT 37 (7987),446-57, 452f.; broader, but more

traditional in B. Renaud: ol-es g6n6alogies et la structure de l 'histoire sacerdotale dans

le l ivre de la Gendss",  RB 47 (7990),5-30.

For relevant discussion; Tengstrcim: Toledotformel (1981), 77-78,57; Scharbert:

Toledot-Formel (1970), 51 - 52.

l l

x nt:bu Ishmael (25,12) is a parenthesis within the story of Terah's descendants.

l .  Srort l . r lcrr ,  (  i t 'ncsts 2,4.  l tcstudyir tg r t  lot ' r rs t - lassicus 17 |

I ' r ( ' \ ( 'nt  i r t  6,10;9,1U).  Tb maintain coherent use of  the formula in th is
nr\r . l r )cc,  <lne might assume that nl ' lb lD is here local ly restr icted to 5,10
.nl/, which would however also be untypical in a narrative context25.

We may conclude that the meaning "descending family story( is
brrsically maintained throughout the Hebrew Bible. In the genealogical
l ists the descending "offspringn slsrnent is more focused, in the narratives
thc "history" element prevails. But the basic meaning "offspring-history"
,rnd the descending relation is never obscured. (This usage of ntrbtn is
;rpparently contrary to later Hebrew27.)

So much for the translation of the term. Its literary function is even
clearer: In combination with the particle nbx (as in Gen 2,4) n'l'Tbln
does without exception introduce a new section, and the nl'Tbln referred
to are unequivocally those following28. In all cases this appears to be a
rather rigid formula, without exception first giving the name of the
,,progenite1" (father) and then the story of the progeny (son/sons and
their wives and sons).

Twice the formula nl.tbtn ;rbN is immediately followed by a Dll
clause, just as in Gen 2,4b; Gen 5,L and Num 3,1. In both cases the text
introduced by the temporal clause refers to vital aspects of the foregoing
narration, "reminding" ths reader of the conditions under which the
following nl'Tbln (emphasis on ,history,,) took place. Most scholars
would count the first occurrence as a >P" text2e, whereas the authencity
of the later is discussed3O. Original or not, the occurrence of a dependant
sentence starting with DTI attached to n]'tbln in two instances outside
Gen 2,4 clearly suggests that his was an acceptable construction for a
competent Hebrew reader.

The thirteen pericopae so coherently introduced by the nllbln
formula are themselves anything but coherent in the eyes of the source
crit ics: Leaving aside Gen 2,4 and the oP" text in Gen 6,9 (see above)
we observe that two of the remaining texts are traditionally ascribed to

"J" (Gen 25,19ff..; 37,Zff.), whereas one usually is called redactional

26 Or are perhaps Noah's acts his nt'r)m, ("products") in a very broad sense? Cfr. the

idiomat ic use of  tb ' in for  instancelsa26,LS 33,11; Ps 7,15; Job 15,35; Prov 27,1.
t7 Cfr. the Medieval Jewish book Toledoth Jeshu - the Story of Jesus. Compare even

Matt 1,1 with LXX Gen 5,1 (and 2,4a1). If Matt t had an Aramaic origin or was

inspired by Jewish genealogical conventions, nltbln was there used differently.
28 Eight instances: Gen 6,9;  10,1;  11,10; 25,12.19; Num 3,1;  Ruth 4,18; I  Chr 1,29.
2e Differently \Weimar: Toledot-Formel (7974),75ff ., contrary arguments by Tengstrcirm:

Toledotformel (1981), 66 - 68.
30 M. Noth, took Num 3,1-4 as secondary: Das vierte Buch Mose, Numeri, ATD 7,

1956,31- 33, similarly \Teimar: Struktur (L984), p. 89, n. 30. Tengstrom: Toledotformel

(1981), 55 f., argued for its originality, and so did Otto Eissfeldt: ,Biblos geneseos(,

Gott und die G<itter IFS Erich Fascher], 1958,31-40 (Now in idem: Kleine Schriften

lll, 1956, 458 - 70), 467 - 62; 468 - 69.
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(Gen 36,2b-5) and the authencity of another is discussed (Num 3,1).
Two are outside the Pentateuch and thus inevitably non ',Po texts (l Chr
1,,29 and Ruth 4,1). Even the oP" texts are not entirely consistent. Some
instances employ a subsequent formula (ntnu xbm), one focus more on
the female side of the progenitive history3l, while some introduce mate-
rial diverging from other "P" fi'llhn lists in the context32. As for the
formulae themselves, even their authencity is contested; apart from Gen
2,4 and Num 3,1 (above) even Gen 35,933.

In other words; the coherence in the use of the nl'Tblrt formula
cross any hypothetical source boundaries. This observation could be
interpreted in two ways: 1) Either it was "the final handu of the
Pentateuch who applied all formulae to whatever text he found suitable.
In that case we should not read Gen 2,4 differently from the other
instances. 2) Or the coherence is simply due to conventional Hebrew
language, which gave homogeneity throughout the Hebrew Bible. Even
in that case Gen 2,4 must be read like all other occurrences: It is hard
to account for a native Hebrew writer failing to follow conventional
language, but it is even harder to explain that the product eventually
was conventional, and that his readers would nevertheless fail to read
it conventionally!

As for Gen 2,4, the person who applied the formula, knew both the preceding and

the following story: he was a redactor. From other instances it appears to be an

equally reasonable assumption that some >sources< util ized by the "final hand" of

the Pentateuch did also bring ntr)tn formulae quite parallel to the ones applied by

the "final hand"3a. That assumption finds some support in the fact that I Chr 7,29

and Ruth 4,78 are quite similar to the other occurrences: therefore perhaps attesting
that this simply was a way of thinking and writing history. On the other hand an

occurrence of the formula in some >source< does of course not exclude the possibil ity

of an intell igent system of ntrltn statements in the present state of the Pentateuch.

A redactor applying the formula conventionally would of course make his and his

predecessor's formulae appear coherently, without leaving sufficient traces for us to

decide which formulae are new and which are edited from earlier sources. Thus in

this case we may hardly reach behind the final text with any degree of certainty.

31 For these two groups see Kegler:  Pol i t isches Geschehen (1977),1.9-22.
32 Gen 35,1 vs 35,9 see Otto Eissfeldt: "Toledo6", Studien zum Neuen Testament und

zum Patristik IFS Erich Klostermann], 1951, | - 8, (Now in idem: Kleine Schriften IV

1957, l -7) ,2-3.  More on the same within Gen 1- 11 below.
33 Eissfeldt, ibidtook35,9 to be secondary, admitting though that it might be 35,1 which

is not authentic. Weimar: Struktur (1984) agrees with the first view.
3a Gen 5,1, cfr. von Rad: Die Priesterschrift im Hexateuch,'1.934,33ff., recently followed

in part by Kegler: Polit isches Geschehen (1977) 21-22, and (more reluctantly)

by Koch: P kein Redaktor (1.987), 453. See also Gen 35,9; Eissfeldt: Toledot
(1961).
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Wc are bound to draw the following conclusions: 1) nl-r)ln ;rbx in Gen
2,4 shall introduce the story of the progeny, the "product" of heaven
end earth ) not the story of the genesis of these two themselves. 2) This
story of the >product" is undoubtedly the "J,, story in Gen 2 - 3. No
other story presents itself as a possible substitute. 3) The D'lr! clause in
Gen 2,4b is a conventional extension of the nl'Tbln formula, so both
halves of Gen 2,4 are to be read as a l iterary unit. 4) Gen 2,4 presupposes
(ien 1. Thus the narrator in this way introducing Gen 2-3 was familiar
even with Gen 1 in its present place. Therefore we locate him relatively
late in the l iterary process of Genesis, presumably subsequent to the first
fashion of the story now given in Gen 2.

In that case Gen 2,4 (a + b) is a hterary unit bridging Genesis L
and 2 - 3. So we should abandon both the traditional Documentary
hypothesis in Gen 2,4 and the more recent attempt to read Gen 2,4a as
rcdactional introduction to Gen 2.4b-3,24.

IV

A construction with Gen 2,4 intermediating Genesis L and Genesis
2-3 would appear to be quite in l ine with the compositional use of
nl'Tbln throughout in the Primeval History (Gen I,t-t1',26). All f ive
occurrences in this section of the Hebrew Bible introduce material which
is similar and yet not conform to the immediately preceding material3s:

In 2,4 is introduced a new account of the creation of man. Both
similarit ies and differences overagainst 1,26-30 are striking. In 5,1 is
introduced a new genealogy of Adam. This genealogy is partly parallel,
partly overtly different to the one given rn 4,\7 -26.ln 6,9 is introduced
,r different motivation for God's decision of the flood (the sin of Noah's
('()ntemporaries in 6,L1.-12, overagainst the evil hearts apparently origi-
rrrrt ing in the sexual incident between the sons of gods and the daughters
of rr r t ' r r  in 5,L -7). ln L0,1 is introduced another account of  the story of
rlrt '  sorrs of Noah, overagainst 9,18 -27. The genealogical implications
ol' '),f f l  27 are contradicted in 1.0,1ff. if we consider the well known
:rrrr l r igtr i ty wi th in 9,1,8-27: Canaan is presented as the nephew of Shem
:rnt f  . f  : r fct  in 9,18, but is more l ike their  brother in the curses, vv.25 -27.

l r r  l t , l0 is introduced a new version of  the nl .Tb' l l t  of  Shem, overagainst
t l rc <rrrc givcn in 10,2L-31 ( introduced in 10,1).  This second version is
n()t ()vcrtly confl icting with the first; all the common names have similar
genc:rlogical order in the two lists. However, the sons focused upon in
tlrc ge nealogy 11,10 ff. are consistently not the first son of the generation

r1 ( .1r .  t l rc discussion with

I  r t t . r . r ry 1 '1;111gx9",  TynB

similar conclusions in Richard S. Hess: "Genesis 1 - 2 in Its

41 (1990), 143 - 53, 1,44 - 51.
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in question in the parallel genealogy of I0,21ff. In a patriarchal genealogy
this presumably is a notable difference. Furthermore in the second last
generation of the list in chapter 10 appears a name unknown in chapter
11. In ch. 10 it is this son (Joktan) whose line is followed in one more
generation, where that genealogy ends. In the l ist of chapter 1L we read
only about Joktan's brother (according to Gen 10), Peleg. His l ine is
followed through another four generations. Thus there are differences
even between these two lists.

I attempt hereby no full account of the literary arrangement of Gen
| - 1,1, or of the compositional facets of the n]-T)]n formula. The bridging
feature observed above may indeed be anything but the main compositio-
nal element of this formula. It does however seem to be a regular
compositional element in the formula within Gen 1 - Il, always introdu-
cing material which parallels and yet not quite conforms to the preceding
text. So this may intell igibly be assumed to be the case also in Gen2,435.

V

The traditional arguments for source division between Gen 2,4a
and b were notably the philological ones: a) The use of two different
verbs for creation, b) the lacking determinative particles in the second
half of the verse, c) the reversing of heaven and earth (4a) into earth
and heaven (4b) and d) most notably the use of the name Yabweh elohim
in the second half of the verse. None of these arguments seem to carry
due weight37.

First, there is no reason to follow the suggestion in the apparatus
of BHS/BHK to have elohim appear in the first half of the verse (as in
Gen L), contrasting Yahweh elohim in the later half. But even if he did,
it would no longer seem strange. On the contrary a narrator would be
compelled to take up the more significant terminology of the two stories
to bridge them properly. In fact the semantical links forwards and
backwards are so obvious that they should be taken as testimony not
of unconscious (source) vocabulary, but rather of explicit, intentional
language.

The alleged difference in the two verbs of Gen 2,4 is severely
overplayed. As Tengstrom has shown, switching from N-lf to irDg is a
typical feature of Gen 138. Even nwy (2,4b) connects to the preceding
story (1,3), so the different use of verbs does not indicate different
authors.

35 In the last case of chapter 1"1 the situation is quite different - see generations of Terah
above - an indication, perhaps, that the Primeval History really does end in II,26.

37 Cfr. even Alfons Schulz: ,Qn ).,{,., BN (1932), 339 - 41, 339 f .
38 Tengstrc im: Toledotformel (1981) 67 (n.50) and 54-55.
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Neither does the lack of determinative pafticles in the later half of
r hc verse. This lack is hardly significant at all, at least not for the
tlrrcstion of source jargon. See the similar construction with the same
vcrb also lacking particles in Ez 25,12.15. Even more striking parallel is
I 's l4tl, a psalm loaded with creation motifs resembling Gen L. In verse
l . ] : rppear the very same pair  of  words as in Gen 2,4b without
prr  r t ic lcs.

' l 'his psalm does also indicate that the reversal of heaven and earth
rrr  4tr  could be a chiasm; cfr  Ps 148,1f f .  The same might be said about

f. 'r 10,11. Indeed the "peculiar" order EtDtD't f ' lN is conspicuous only
whcn these two words appear in a pair as an idiom of creation (so Gen
l,l; 2,4a). A oreversed" order of that word pair is given only in Gen
2,4b and Ps 148,1.3. 

'When 
appearing together in a narrative context,

however, this would appear to be the "normal" e14.r, found in several
l:rte texts related to Gen 1 (one of them the sentence immediately follo-
wing the chiasm in Jer 10,1L).3e One might indeed argue that if an
:rrrcient Hebrew were to reproduce the story of Genesis 1 not using the
standard idiom ,heaven-and-earth" with the verb N'' l :, he would cer-
rainly record the creation of the earth first, referring himself to the order
irr Gen 1,,2 and 1,8. Thus I suspect that in 2,4a we meet the standard
itl iom and in 2,4bthe standard narrative report both referring to Gen L.
ln 2,4 they are joined in a chiastic construction, which does indeed make
;r lrerfect intermediation between Gen 1 (idiomatic) and 2-3 (narrative).

This chiasm would explain why DNrli l f occurs at the end of 4a,
splitt ing the formula and the conventional 61t140. As the infinit ive is
inrroduced with a f as in Dli!, the obvious reading is to take EtN'tf i ' l f
,rs parallel to ... tr ' ;rbN ;'nilr nfry Etttt.

VI

Whrrt wil l be the exegetical result of this? Focusing primarily upon
(,r'n .l ], I hold that the most notable exegetical profit is that according
t( '  r t \  r r . r t ivc introduct ion the Story of  Eden is not a creat ion story,  but
. r  \ r ( ) rv ol  what became of heaven and earth some t ime af ter  their
(  r ' ( ' . r r r ( ) r f  .  l 'h is redact ional  statement of  2,4 corresponds even to the
tonrcrr t  o l  2,5f f . ,  and should be taken for granted. The nuance is
srgrrr l r r . rnt ,  : rs thc possible paral le l  Sumerian and Akkadian (and other)
t ( ' \ ts  l ; r l l  i r r r , ,  scvcral  categor ies.  One of  these is "myth of  creat ion" (as
rrr  ( , t ' r r  l ) ; r r rother is "myth of  beginning".  This lastgroup houses myths

f . , . r  . l \ , f  2 (s;rrrr t 'vcrb);  48,12; Jer 10,12 (same verb);51,15 (same verb);  Ps 8,2;  Job
I ' i , \  ( , ;  l { , . ) . }  28; . l f i ,4;  Prov 3,19;8,23-28.
t  l r  \ \ i ' r r l r . r rn:  ( icrrcsis (1987),46; a:  heaven, b:  earth,  c:  created; c ' :  made, b ' :  earth,
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- 3 (for instance "Enki and Ninmah"about creation of man, as in Gen 2
or creation of man in Atrabasis).

The second point is that the beginning of the proper narration in
Gen 2 - 3 is 2,5, which contains the term E'tu. This is the term Gunkel
focused upon as a typical introduction to ancient Near Eastern )creation(
texts. I7hile substituting "creation" to "beginning", we wil l sti l l  f ind
this parallel useful when moving to the Near Eastern material.

One implication of the above considerations is that the narrator
who bridged the two stories, does seem to have been aware of the
tensions involved. Furthermore, he seem to betray loyalty more to the
second than to the first story. Introducing the name Yahweh elobim tn
the ETf clause as a resum6 of the story in chapter L, he actually says
that it was Yahweh of chapters 2-3 who was the ,real< creator even
in chapter 1,. Apart from its intriguing significance for the Documentary
hypothesis (a "redactor< closer to "J" than to "P,,), this statement implies
awareness of the question for the different names of God and the distinct
characters of the two stories.

A striking difference from all the other nl'T)ln of the Hebrew Bible
is that in Gen 2,4 the progenitor is no human, but "heaven and earth<.
This metaphorical use does in my opinion not disturb the fact that Gen
2,4 is otherwise consistent to convention. It does however frustrate our
understanding of what exactly is the "rlTblr" of heaven and earth, as

"heaven-and-earth., mxy hardly be father of plants, man and woman.
It seems obvious s[x1 "history( rather than )genealogy" is emphasized
here. But as the generic element is never totally obscured in this formula,
we may ask what kind of relationship is after all impliedal.

Conferring Num 3,1 we may infer that a symbolical rather than a
physical relation is expressed in Gen 2,4. In Num 3,1 the statement

"These are the n]-rlm of Aaron and Moses ..." is followed by a l ist of
the sons of Aaron, none of Moses'. Strictly spoken, therefore, Moses
is no progenitor despite his inclusion in the formulaaz. The key to
understanding appears to lie in verse 3, where a description of those
sons is given; "... whom he ordained to minister in the priest's office".

',He., is Moses (cfr. Ex 28,2). Thus the "progenitive" function of Moses
in Num 3,L probably is his ordaining Aaron and his sons. Priestly

al Tengstrcim: Toledotformel (1981) denies any procreative relationship between "heaven
and earth" and 'man., taking the construction to signal general contemporarity;57.

This fails to account for the use of ntr)n. General contemporarity could be expressed

simply by D)'1.
a2 Many take Moses to be secondarily interpolated; even Tengstromlsa Toledotformel

(1981), 55. This assumption seems superfluous. Anyway one must ask if an interpolator

of Num 3,1 inserted sheer nonsense? If not, Num 3,1 may serve as the parallel needed

for reading Gen 2,4.

/  V ' t . rsrrr ; r r r ,  l  l r t .  l r r rc l r t ' l : r t i ( ) r rship l lc twecrr  . f  and b.  in Jacob's Narrat ive 177

nr r  1 l ) . r t l ( ) l l  \ \ ' : ls  : ls  t lcc is ivc to t |e social  rank apd ident i f icat ion of

, , \ , r r , , r r 's  s()ns: ls t l r t : i l  s t r ic t ly g,el let ical  re lat ions.  Mclses is the one

,, l . r r l r t  r  ing, ,  t l r is  s igrr i f ic i t l , t  . l " , r t . , r t  in the "of fspr ing-story< of  the sons

(fr  / \ :1() l r .  In, ,gg. . t  t l t . t  t f te case be sirni lar  in Gen 2-3'  Even though

\,r l r r r , ' l r  l r i r r rscl f 'cxpl ic i t ly  is  thc one giv ing l l fe to mal l ,  p lants animals

.urr l  \ \ ( ) r r r l , , ,  l t . , ,u" l , t  a, t i  earth . r"  t iau.r theless somehow "father ing"
\( , r r ( . , ,1 r l rc i r  s igni f ic : r r r t  e lcrneuts.  What exact ly that  does i rnply,  should

1,, ,  I  r r r  t  l rcr  invest ig,atecl  in interpre tat ion Of Gen 2 -  3.

l r : r r rs lar ing i t t .  n1Tbln of  Gen 2,4 we should therefore avoid a too

pr()(  l ( ' r l t ive cxpressi t t t l .  I  suggest that  oaftermath< be a sui table term'

i , , , . l i . , , r i r rg bot l r  conr i ru i ty 
" i ia 

growth wi thout necessar i ly  stat ing the

torr t  isc f4el lct ic relat ionship:

I lcte fgllows the story 6f the afterrnath of f ieaven atrd earth'

rts thcse two were created,

,rs YAltrt 'eh elohim had rnade earth and heaven'


